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“Who needs this music?” asked Prokofiev. But, in fact, the late fruits of romanticism continue 
to fare very well with the public, whether in the Russian nostalgia of Rachmaninov, the rapt 
emotional ardour of Puccini, or the plush opulence of Richard Strauss (1864-1949).

Raised in the conservative tradition of the First Viennese School and the German romantics 
Schumann, Mendelssohn and Brahms by his father Franz - a virtuoso horn player in the 
Munich Court Orchestra - it was his time in Meiningen 1885/6 as Bülow’s assistant, and 
growing friendship with Alexander Ritter, that confirmed in Strauss a new allegiance to the 
“music of the future”, the “poetic ideal” and to Wagner and Liszt.

At this time he read Nietzsche prolifically. The observation that: “Without music, life would be 
a mistake” endears Nietzsche to musicians - but he provides also a powerful insight into 
Strauss’s creative engine, writing of the romantics as: “minglers of the senses and the arts, all 
fanatics in expression, great discoverers in passion, in working for effect, in the art of dressing 
windows .... virtuosos to their backbone, knowing of the secret passages to all that seduces .. 
born enemies of straight lines, thirsting after the exotic, the strange, and the monstrous...”. 
Cosima Wagner used to begin her letters to Strauss: “My dear Expression”, and if this 
heightened expressive drive typically carries an erotic charge in Strauss, then Nietzsche, 
writing in the “Twilight of the Idols” (1888) was a kindred spirit:“ for art to exist, for any sort of 
aesthetic activity or perception to exist, a certain physiological precondition is indispensable: 
intoxication. Intoxication must first have heightened the excitability of the entire machine; no 
art before that happens. All kinds of intoxication have the power to do this: above all, the 
intoxication of sexual excitement, the oldest and most primitive form of intoxication...then 
also feasting, contests, brave deeds, history, narcotics, will. In this condition one enriches 
everything out of one’s own abundance: what one sees, what one desires, one sees swollen, 
pressing, strong, overladen with energy.“ 

Strauss epitomises the old cliche that German music speaks of pre-coital arousal, French of 
post-coital sensitivity. Rehearsing “Don Juan”, Strauss quipped: “Gentlemen, I would ask 
those of you that are married to play this phrase as if you were engaged”. As Paul Henry Lang 
observes, Strauss: “proudly displayed his sensuous force in the glittering diplomatic uniform 
of the Knight of the World”.

This disc couples Strauss’s three strongest chamber The chamber music is rooted in personal friendship. 
works illustrating the early evolution in his style. To Benno Walter was a cousin, led the Munich Court 
write great chamber music in the 1880s was not Orchestra, and had taught Strauss the violin. Hans 
outmoded - Brahms, Franck, Fauré and others produced Wihan, dedicatee of the ’Cello Sonata (and later of 
masterpieces in the genre - but whatever Strauss’s Dvorak’s ’Cello Concerto) was also a member of the 
success, these works demonstrate a journey to be orchestra. In fact, Strauss was at this time in love with 
fulfilled in “Don Juan”, the first work of complete Wihan’s wife, Dora Wihan-Weis. Strauss’s sister 
maturity (1887-9) which established him for a while in Johanna wrote of Dora: “She was like one of the family. 
the avant garde. Expressionism and Modernism became Herr Wihan was insanely jealous over his pretty and 
his stated goals: “Brahms is not a great figure, he is an already rather coquettish wife. I often witnessed the 
epigone like Rheinberger and Raff. His music is worthy scenes. For instance, she often asked me to spend the 
and well-made, melancholic, grey and broody. Berlioz night with her when her husband came in late from the 
did much more for music, Liszt was more inventive. opera and sometimes had had a drop to drink, so that she 
Brahms is a foothill, like Schumann. The peaks are wasn’t alone all evening. And when Richard was with us, 
Beethoven, Wagner, Bach and Mozart!” Indeed, Adorno we used to make music. She was very musical and an 
wrote: “To me the name of Richard Strauss suggested excellent pianist”. Franz warned his son about gossip: 
music that was loud, dangerous and generally bright, “Don’t forget how people here talked about you and 
rather like industry, or rather what I then imagined Dora W” and, after Dora’s divorce, the couple 
factories to look like. It was a child’s image of modernity corresponded for decades (both sets of letters later 
that was set alight by his name.”. destroyed). Dora kept his picture (inscribed: “To his 

beloved and only one, R”) on her piano until her death. 
Given this progression from classical forms towards the Strauss in 1889: “The fact is that your letter, putting off 
tone poem (“Macbeth” is contemporary with the Violin the prospect of seeing you again, my sweet Dora, for the 
Sonata) the consistency in Strauss’s musical personality foreseeable future, has upset and distressed me deeply. 
is remarkable. The Op.10 songs demonstrate a mature God, what wooden expressions those are for what I 
genius for melody. The chamber music is orchestrally really feel....Strauss the artist is doing very well! But 
conceived and epic (ironic in the sense that Strauss may no happiness be complete?!”
inherited the wealthy brewing circles, as well as the 
musical life of Munich, and, like Mendelssohn, had an Written in 1882/3, the ’Cello Sonata combines formal 
active and comfortably domestic chamber music life). clarity with semi-tonal chromatic alterations (often over 
Piano parts are full of brass fanfares, the horn as heroic pedals to heighten dissonance) and felicitous moments 
adventurer never far away - surging ascending of freely indulgent and delicious romanticism. After an 
semiquavers, triplets, excitable dotted rhythms - the opening call to arms, the ’cello introduces a theme 
whole world of “Don Juan”; and, indeed, in the many particularly praised by Joachim when he heard it in 
examples of playful scherzando writing, the grazioso Berlin in 1884 - a waltz theme of Old Vienna prefiguring 
flirtations of the knavish fool, of “Till Eulenspiegel” and “Der Rosenkavalier”. The second subject appears gently 
“Don Quixote”. Above all, the sumptuous lyric freedom as a piano chorale in the dominant minor, but then blazes 
and electric visceral brilliance of the style mark an early into the major before an extended scherzando section, 
departure from the stuff, if not the forms, of Brahms. which recurs with a canonic imitation in the left hand. 

Within the development, the heroic statement of the 
second subject on ’cello combines with dotted rhythms 
from the opening, building for a purple patch of ever 
increasing intensity, and a canonic interruption by the 
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piano that clashes by a semitone. The first subject is then and provides in the trio a rare example of a passage that 
treated in a light four part fugato, which builds into the might have benefited from richer orchestration and 
recapitulation, to which a coda adds a headlong further length. The Andante, in truncated sonata form, 
concluding charge. The slow movement is a funeral suffers from occasional banality and sentimentality 
march, with something of the Eroica about it, and, (although the opening melody and a grazioso section are 
despite the ardour of its central section, inhabits a attractive), and the Finale is full of powerful syncopated 
sombre world. All of which is dispelled by the writing, with the exceptions of a quirky passage marked 
scherzando horn call that opens the Finale (the piece has “cheekily”, and a tranquillo string melody, introduced in 
indeed been transcribed for horn), full of Haydnesque the ’cello.
wit in its use of silence, and the sort of rhythmic swirling 
that animates the best of Strauss. Motivically the Of the Violin Sonata (1888) Cobbett said: “I have 
combining of ideas is ingenious - in bar 136 the very revelled in its brilliance, its riot of musical colour and its 
opening idea fortissimo with the second subject - then romanticism.” One senses a new style, ready to breach 
this same idea becomes an accompanying figure to a the levees of chamber music, and which glories in a new 
canonic sequence between ‘cello and piano left hand level of virtuosity that at its best is irresistible in its sheer 
treating the lyric part of the first subject group to the power, but, at its worst, uses verbosity to conceal lack of 
biggest climax in the piece - the “white out” moment. substance. There is here something approaching a 
Thereafter a tranquil statement of the second subject universal fabric of endless melody, with the danger of 
restores calm, and a moment of benediction where the undifferentiated sameness and indistinctness of 
piano left hand in bar 269 can, by tradition, be played an phraseology and form. In parts of the first movement and 
octave lower, just before a little further comedy especially in the second, one is swept away with an 
announces the recapitulation. inspired outpouring (just as in such a magnificent piece 

as “Metamorphosen”) - and one has only to enjoy the 
Given the important part that compositional prizes ride. Gorgeous reharmonisations and the unfolding of 
played in the creation of the early twentieth century motives and textures all seem entirely natural and 
British repertoire, it is interesting to see a specific prize organic. Elsewhere, for example in the first movement 
for piano quartet in Germany somewhat earlier. Strauss’s development, the attempt to further heighten 
Piano Quartet (1884) won a prize (300 marks) from the proceedings borders on hysterical, and then the lack of 
Berlin Tonkünstlerverein. Clara Schumann wrote to common sense in romanticism can seem worrying (as it 
congratulate the twenty year old. Its great themes are did to Bertrand Russell). The recapitulation gives the 
often presented by unison strings - such as the brooding listener another chance to make sense of the fabric of the 
opening first subject, and then the second subjects of piece before delivering such a huge purple patch climax 
both the first and last movements (the former that questions of form cease to matter.
accompanied by lavish piano semiquavers, the latter 
propelled only by the gentlest of syncopated crotchets). Strauss may have blown hot and cold over figures like 
But there are new sophistications of form, for example a Brahms and Wagner, but Beethoven was always a 
concealed recapitulation and an extensive coda that figurehead, as he was to the entire nineteenth century, 
introduces for the first time a rhythmic diminution of the either as a custodian of form, or as a revolutionary “tone 
first subject deployed polyphonically in the strings as the poet”. The quote from the Eroica Symphony’s funeral 
piano thunders gargantuan chords over a dominant march that concludes “Metamorphosen” reveals where 
pedal. The Scherzo converts an ascending octave triplet so much of the material of that piece originates. 
figure from the first movement into a descending one, Similarly, the Violin Sonata’s Improvisation (which can 

be played as a separate piece) ends with a quote in the THE PRIMROSE PIANO QUARTET
piano from the slow movement of Beethoven’s Piano Susanne Stanzeleit - violin
Sonata C minor Op 13, the “Pathétique”. Here Strauss Robin Ireland - viola
takes the key, A flat, the accompanying semiquaver Bernard Gregor-Smith - ’cello
texture, but also much of the melodic material (e.g. bar John Thwaites - piano
17 of the Beethoven - an ascending interval to a crotchet 
tied over, followed by three descending stepwise The Primrose Piano Quartet is named in honour of 
semiquavers). Perhaps the “three blind mice” element in William Primrose CBE (1904-82), one of the finest 
the main Strauss melody is an augmentation of these violists of the twentieth century, and his piano quartet, 
semiquavers, or even taken from Beethoven’s Finale the Festival Quartet. Formed in 2002, it unites two long-
Rondo theme. Certainly, this is Strauss at his most standing partnerships: Susanne Stanzeleit and John 
delicious. Thwaites met twenty years ago at the Guildhall School of 

Music and Drama, and are members of the Audley Horn 
Sequential development sometimes outstays its Trio; Robin Ireland and Bernard Gregor-Smith spent 
welcome in the Finale (indeed, the coda in compound twenty years together in the Lindsays.
time, taking a scherzando idea even further, is often cut) 
but in a central C major section Strauss allows himself to Together they have made a specialism of British 
be distracted and calmed by a dignified violin melody repertoire, with a comprehensive survey of the twentieth 
announced very subtly. If fanfares and virtuoso passages century literature, and ongoing relationships with many 
begin to pall at any point, patience is rewarded by the composers. The group’s first CD of works by Thomas 
mother of all purple patches in the coda! Dunhill, William Hurlstone, Roger Quilter and Arnold 

John Thwaites Bax was released to wide critical acclaim in December 
2004, and their second CD of works by Cyril Scott, 
William Alwyn, Herbert Howells and Frank Bridge, 
which followed in 2006 was a Five Star choice in the 
Classic FM Magazine. They celebrated William 
Hurlstone’s Centenary (30th May 2006) live on BBC 
Radio Three and at the Wigmore Hall the following day. 
Commissions include a new twenty minute work by Sir 
Peter Maxwell Davies which premiered at the July 2008 
Cheltenham Festival (World), Paxton House Festival 
(Scottish) and South Place Concerts (London).

The Quartet was selected for the Making Music Concert 
Promoters’ Network in 2004/05, and also tour every year 
in Scotland, recently including the five concert 2007 
Argyll and Bute tour. In 2004 the group was appointed 
Quartet-in-Residence at the London College of Music. 
In addition to annual concert cycles, they coach chamber 
music, work with composition students and present 
masterclasses.
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One of the leading violinists of her generation, Susanne Since 1999, composing has become an increasingly 
Stanzeleit has performed worldwide as a soloist and important part of Robin’s life. He was commissioned by 
chamber musician. She is well known for her unusually Sheffield University to write a string quartet for its 
challenging and extensive repertoire, featuring many centenary celebrations. This work, played by the 
commissions and UK premieres of works by composers Lindsays, features on a CD alongside Pairings, his three 
such as Peter Maxwell Davies, John Adams, Lou duos, for violin and viola, viola and ’cello and two violas, 
Harrison, Gyorgy Kurtág, John Woolrich, Philip Cashian released on the Meridian label in September 2005.
and many others.

Robin is a committed and enthusiastic teacher of viola. 
Susanne regularly broadcasts on BBC Radio 3, Classic He was a part-time lecturer in Manchester University’s 
FM, German Radio and other major TV and radio Music Department for 20 years, and has given talks and 
stations abroad.  She has received rave reviews and a seminars in Manchester and Sheffield. He is an 
Gramophone Award nomination for her long list of experienced chamber music coach and masterclass tutor, 
commercial recordings, which feature the complete and is skilled at leading groups experimenting with 
works of Bartók, Enescu and Dvorák as well as improvisation. He is now a visiting teacher at the 
Beethoven violin sonatas, works by Charles Camilleri Birmingham Conservatoire. As a writer, he has 
and a series of English sonata recordings.  Chamber contributed to the BBC Music Magazine.
discs include six discs with the Edinburgh Quartet, 
chamber music by Kenneth Leighton and two CDs of Bernard Gregor-Smith was the cellist and a founder 
British piano quartets with the Primrose Quartet, all on member of the Lindsay String Quartet who disbanded in 
Meridian. July 2005 after 40 years. They had one of the most stable 

and long-lived careers in British musical history and are 
Susanne was first violin of the Edinburgh String Quartet by far the most recorded Quartet, having over 60 CDs in 
until 2002 and co-leader of Sinfonia 21, as well as guest- the ASV catalogue, including Beethoven’s entire quartet 
leading many of the foremost chamber orchestras and output twice, fifty Haydns, complete works for quartet 
contemporary music groups in the UK. Susanne was by Schubert, Mozart, Dvorak, Janacek, etc.
Head of Strings at the London College of Music from 
2002-2006 and now teaches at the Birmingham Bernard is now playing with two chamber ensembles, 
Conservatoire. the Primrose Piano Quartet and the Dante String Quartet, 

looking forward to continuing his career as a chamber 
Robin Ireland is best known as the viola player with the musician in these exciting and fulfilling new 
Lindsay String Quartet, with whom he played for twenty partnerships. The Dante Quartet is one of the finest string 
years until the group’s decision to disband in July 2005. quartets in Britain. The quartet is renowned for the 
Just three months later he joined the Sorrel Quartet, and emotional intensity of its performances. In 2001 the 
looks forward to an equally fruitful partnership with Dante Quartet recorded the four quartets of Edmund 
them. Robin is also an experienced soloist and has Rubbra to coincide with the centenary of his birth. Future 
appeared with the Liverpool Philharmonic and the engagements include performances at the Wigmore Hall, 
London Mozart Players. He has broadcast on BBC Radio Cheltenham Festival and Auditorio Nationale in Madrid.
3 and has given many recitals, often featuring 
transcriptions for viola of Bach’s unaccompanied works Bernard is an experienced teacher of Cello and has 
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The Primrose Piano Quartet on Meridian, available from www.meridian-records.co.uk

“Their playing…positively shouts élan and there is cracking coordination from all the players. This is a really 
spirited reading with the engineers and any one else attending the sessions surely having had to bite their lips at 
the end to avoid a shouted and thundered applause.”  
(Rob Barnett, Music Web International)

“The sound quality of the disc is second to none and the playing is all one could imagine from a group that has 
thnamed itself after William Primrose (1904-1982) who was one of the finest violists of the 20  century.”

(John France, Music Web International) 

CDE84519

William M. Y. Hurlstone (1876 – 1906) 
Piano Quartet in E minor, op.43

Roger Quilter (1877 – 1953)
Gipsy Life (with guest artists Celia Waterhouse - violin 

and Leon Bosch - double bass)

Thomas F. Dunhill (1877 – 1946) 
Piano Quartet in B minor, op.16 

Arnold Bax (1883 – 1953) 
Quartet in one Movement (1922) 

CDE84547
Frank Bridge (1879  1941)
Phantasy Piano Quartet in F sharp minor (1911) 

Herbert Howells (1892  1983) 
Piano Quartet in A minor, op.21 

William Alwyn (1905  1985) 
Rhapsody for Piano Quartet

Cyril Scott (1879  1970)
Quartet Op. 16
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Recorded by Richard Hughes
Produced by Susanne Hughes

Assistant engineer Alex Gettinby
Cover painting Anon Russian Oil

p& m Meridian Records 2009
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P.O. Box 317, Eltham, London, SE9 4SF

5 015959 458425

CDE 84584/5-2
CD1 53’59”
CD2 38’26” 

A Natural Sound Recording

bLC 13637 MCPS

CD1
Sonata in E flat for Violin and Piano, op.18
[1]  Allegro, ma non troppo 11:12
[2]  Improvisation: Andante cantabile 7:39
[3]  Finale: Andante - Allegro 8:40

Sonata in F major for 'Cello and Piano, op.6
[4]  Allegro con brio 9:19
[5]  Andante ma non troppo 8:27
[6]  Finale: Allegro vivo 8:44

CD2
Piano Quartet in C minor, op.13
[1] Allegro 13:46
[2] Scherzo: Presto 6:55
[3] Andante 7:03
[4] Vivace 10:45

The Primrose Piano Quartet
Richard Strauss

Susanne Stanzeleit - violin    
Robin Ireland - viola
Bernard Gregor-Smith - cello    
John Thwaites - piano

The Steinway concert piano used
for this recording is supplied and

maintained by Steinway and Sons, London.
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